Football Stitch Bracelet

Materials

One cobra weave bracelet

2 ft white 550 paracord, gutted

Step 1: Make a cobra bracelet in a chocolate or rust color and find the middle of the bracelet. If needed, see our tutorial for instructions on cobra weave.

Step 2: From the center, count four stitches to the left along the bottom. Using a fid, insert the white cord up through the center of the bracelet above the fourth stitch from the middle. Pull until the tail is about an inch long.

Step 3: Count four stitches along the bottom to the right of the center and insert the white cord down through the center of the bracelet as shown.

Step 4: Insert the white cord up through the bottom stitch to the left of the end stitch.
Step 5: Insert the white cord down through the top of the bracelet directly above the stitch at the bottom.

Step 6: Bring the white cord along the back and insert it up through the bottom next to the previous stitch.

Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have seven white vertical stitches on the top. Trim and melt the ends on the back of the bracelet.

If you want fewer stitches, count only three spaces from the center.